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LOS ANGELES COMMUNITY COLLEGE DISTRICT OFFICE
DATE:		September 26, 2014

TIME:		10:00 a.m. to Noon

LOCATION:	770 Wilshire Blvd., Los Angeles 90017
6th Floor Conference Room

PRESENT:	Mardy Kuntzelman, ADA Compliance Office; Lisa Winter, Diversity Office; Kevin Jeter, District Counsel; Adrian Gonzalez, Mission College; Michael Greggs, Mission Student; Stephanie Schlatter, Pierce College; Jeremy Newman, Citizen Representative; Sandra Burnett, Santa Monica College; Amaryllis Hall, LAHC;  Leila Menzies, Vice President Business Services; Ross Lee, Worker’s Compensation Specialist; Lela Rondeau, LAUSD; 
MINUTES
Introductions including name, location if representing, and description of interest in the LACCD ADA Advisory Committee.
	Sandra Burnett, the ADA Section 504 Coordinator from Santa Monica College discussed some of the challenges currently being addressed at her college.  Section 508 compliance administration is very technical and is something all colleges seem to be struggling meeting the expectations.  Her college is contracting training and hopes to designate a 508 specific person soon.  
Other challenges are more easily met since they are a single college district and their district is very disability friendly.  Something they have done to help instructors meet their obligations is to send out an annual memo from the Vice President to remind them of their obligations under Section 508, including close captioning of videos that are shown in the classroom and posted on the website.
	Guest Speaker Jeremy Newman – Mr. Newman told us about his experience helping the hospitality industry meet its accessibility requirements. He said he went into remote resorts and into facilities as a wheelchair user and advised how to make the facility and recreation portions accessible to individuals with mobility limitations.  He has traveled all over the world and has seen the improvements that are happening to make access possible.  He answered questions from the group that included what countries were the most accessible, what were the least, what were the most frustrating accessibility challenges.  
	Leila Menzies and Ross Lee gave an overview of the District’s Procedures for accommodating employees returning from work related injuries.  Accommodations are only needed when an employee is returning in two situations; first with temporary work restrictions that can be accommodated while the employee recovers; and second when the employee is considered medically stationary, or that no further material improvement would reasonably be expected and there are permanent work restrictions.  

A good faith interactive meeting is scheduled once the work restrictions are known to explore whether or not the restrictions can be accommodated so that the employee can perform the essential functions of their positions. They look at the job description and a position analysis.  It may mean modifying the lifting of the job or a key board.  If the employee can no long perform their assigned job, they will look at other jobs in the district to see if the employee is qualified. If it is promotional, the employee can apply, if it is a lesser job they can be transferred in at the lower pay.  If there is no job, the employee may get a settlement and be separated and put on a 39 month reemployment should their situation change for some unknown reason.  Example of one employee who rode a bicycle and strengthened their knee to the point that they were able to come back to work two years after the release. 
	Mardy Kuntzelman reviewed the updated draft Regulation E-100 related to providing accommodations for students with disabilities. The personal attendant section is new and is the result of an Office of Civil Rights settlement.  This section includes a form the student and the personal attendant complete.  The colleges have started using the form and following the process since we have not had a written process in the past and it seems to be working well for the students and staff.

The course waiver and substitution section went through a lot of changes.  The committee that reviews the petition from the student has been clarified for composition including facilitation by the DSPS Coordinator and a written response of the final decision from the DSPS Coordinator.  Forms will be included and posted on the Web for student ease in using the administrative regulations.
The committee reviewed the regulation. Several minor errors and corrections were noted but none were content related.  DSPS was also referred to as DSP&S.  A review will be completed before the document is finalized and sent to the Chancellor for approval and signature.  Kevin Jeter advised the group the Administrative Regulations are reviewed every three years.
	Committee Comments, Concerns and Announcements.

Next Meeting:  TBD
Adjournment:	12:01 p.m.

The Los Angeles Community College District does not discriminate on the basis of disability in the admissions or access to, or treatment of or employment in, its programs or activities. Disability-related aids or services, including printed information in alternate formats, to enable persons with disabilities to participate in public meeting and programs are available by contacting the ADA Compliance Administrator at [(213) 891-2213].  This information can also be accessed via the internet at: https://laccd.edu/ADA/Pages/defau lt.aspxTitle: disabled icon - Description: disabled icon
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